The participation of an e-notary, acting as an on-line Trusted Third Party is required in some scenarios, such as Business to Business, Intellectual Property Rights contracting, or even as a legal requirement, in contract signing is frequently necessary. This e-notary gives validity to the contract or performs some tasks related to the contract, e.g. contract registration. In the abovementioned contracting scenarios, two important additional features are needed: the negotiation of the e-contract and confidentiality. However, until now, e-contract signing protocols have not considered these issues as an essential part of the protocol. In this paper, we present a new protocol which is designed to make negotiation and contract signing processes secure and confidential. Moreover, compared to other previous proposals based on an on-line Trusted Third Party, this protocol reduces the e-notary's workload. Finally, we describe how the protocol is being used to achieve agreements on the rights of copyrighted works.
Introduction
Nowadays, a part of the research in e-commerce and business transactions focuses on the electronic signing of contracts. In these contracts, the parties involved gain from their relationship. These gains could be goods, services or others. The contracts are particularly important in Customer-to-Business (C2B) and Business-to-Business (B2B) commerce when establishing long-term relationships or offering services.
In contract signing protocols, Trusted Third Parties (TTPs) provide security and confidence to the system. However, if the TTP has to participate in a lot of transactions, a bottleneck can ensue. For this reason, except in certain circumstances, it is desirable that the TTP participates as little as possible in the execution of the protocol. Thus, it is preferable to have an off-line TTP instead of an on-line TTP. Nevertheless, an on-line TTP is still needed in some scenarios [AAVV, 05] , [Angelov, 05] , [Kötz, 97] , [Ruiz, 03] , [Yang, 05] . In such scenarios, to obtain a valid contract it is mandatory that the contract is signed by a TTP, which acts as an enotary. For example, Spanish or French laws establish that some contracts, such as those related to royalties or legacies, must be signed by an e-notary [AAVV, 05] , [Kötz, 97] . Thus, the e-notary validates the contract and records it. Similar scenarios could be the agreement of rights of copyrighted works or a B2B contract update.
Some proposals such as [Yang, 03] , [Yang, 05] , [Zhou, 96] have been put forward for these scenarios. However, these proposals present some problems, such as not guaranteeing abuse freeness, or the over important participation of the TTP in the protocol. The aim is that the protocol reduces the TTP's load to the minimum possible, i.e., that TTP participates in very few messages in the protocol and makes the minimum number of cryptographic operations. Moreover, it is also important that the cryptographic operations have the least computational workload. Neither do these proposals take into account two important requirements in business/DRM transactions: secure negotiation and confidentiality. Confidentiality is important to avoid parties not involved in the protocol knowing the agreement between two parties, their behaviour, etc. On the other hand, in general, before agreeing on a contract there is a negotiation [Darko, 06] , [Delgado, 01] , [Limthanma, 00] . The security during this process is also important and we should protect the information exchanged, maintaining its integrity, confidentiality and protecting the parties against attacks from parties not involved in the negotiation [Darko, 06] , [Delgado, 01] , [Limthanma, 00] .
We propose a new protocol that is based on an on-line TTP. However, in our protocol, unlike the best of the previous proposals based on a TTP on-line, the TTP does not participate in all the messages exchanged between the parties. In our proposal the TTP only participates during the last phase of the protocol, in order to sign the agreement reached. Its main added value against other proposals is the incorporation of important features such as confidentiality and the secure negotiation of the contract. In this protocol, the contract negotiation information has been included as part of the protocol. At the same time, we have reduced the TTP's overload from two important aspects, compared to other works. On the one hand, as regards the number of cryptographic operations to perform and on the other hand as regards the number of messages in which the TTP participates. Furthermore, we have designed the protocol so that it works with any public key cryptosystem that provides signature and ciphering (RSA, ECDSA,…). Thus, users could utilize the protocol with the keys and certificates that they own, because it is not necessary either to generate new keys or to engage in a registration process with a TTP, unlike [Garay, 99] , [Park, 03] , [Wang, 05] .
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce contract signing protocols and related work. Section 3 details our proposal. Then, in Section 4, its security is analyzed and compared with previous works. In section 5, we introduce a protocol variation to facilitate contract management. Finally, in section 6, we present conclusions and future work.
Contract signing protocol requirements and related work
A paper-based contract is a signed document where two or more parties express an agreement. Contract signing protocols appeared to allow two or more parties to establish a contract over a network in a fair way. By fair it is meant that each honest party sending a signed contract is assured that if the other party obtains it, then he will also obtain the necessary signed contract of that party. In a contract signing protocol, the signing parties, at the very least, must participate. Additionally, other parties can participate, e.g. a TTP. The role of the TTP is to guarantee fairness and provide confidence to the system, because the signing parties might not be trustworthy.
As stated in [Kermer, 02] , depending on the grade of implication of the TTP in the protocol, they can be classified as: in-line, in the case that the TTP participates in the delivery of each message; on-line, when the TTP only participates once in the run of the protocol; off-line or optimistic, when it only participates if something goes wrong; and transparent, in those cases when it is not possible to determine if the TTP is participating or not. In this kind of protocol there could be other parties (malicious entities) in the network that want to interfere in the signing of the contract by either modifying the content of the contract or by impersonating one of the parties or replaying old messages or by seeking to obtain confidential information about the contract. Basically, these attacks may pursue several goals, such as preventing a successful agreement being reached, obtaining confidential information, being detrimental to another party and obtaining the benefits of a contract by impersonating another party.
In this section we introduce the requirements that we need for electronic contract signing protocols in order to negotiate and sign contracts in a secure way and make use of a TTP on-line for scenarios where the electronic signature of a TTP is essential, for example, in some business-to-business or DRM scenarios [Angelov, 05] , [Jalali, 00] , [Ruiz, 03] , [Yang, 03] , [Yang, 05] or by legal requirement [AAVV, 05] , [Kötz, 97] , as was stated in the introduction. We therefore analyze related work.
Requirements
With the aim of signing a contract in a fair way and of addressing the abovementioned threats, we define the basic features required for a contract signing protocol: nonrepudiation, fairness, efficiency, completeness, viability and timeliness. These requirements are briefly defined as follows:
• Non-repudiation. This feature aims to ensure that participants in a contract signing protocol cannot deny having participated therein [Kremer, 02] , [Zhou, 01] .
• Fairness. This requirement seeks to guarantee that no party gains an advantage over another at any moment during the running of the protocol. The protocol would not be fair, for example, if one of the parties obtained the signed contract without the other being able to do likewise.
• Efficiency. The number of cryptographic operations and the time used to execute them should be the least possible.
• Completeness. The protocol should be robust against adversaries that try to abort it without the consent of any of the parties.
• Timeliness. This requirement is given if any entity can stop the protocol in a finite amount of time while guaranteeing fairness [Gürgens, 05] .
These features are discussed in more detail in [Gürgens, 05] , [Kremer, 02] , [Markowitch, 02] . These criteria are the classical features that we should require for a protocol that guarantees fair exchange and, therefore, for a contract signing protocol included in fair exchange. Furthermore, a new important feature for the contract signing protocols was introduced in [Garay, 99] :
• Abuse freeness: "if it is impossible for a single player at any point in the protocol to be able to prove to an outside party that it has the power to terminate (abort) or successfully complete the contract" [Garay, 99] .
Other additional requirements introduced and considered by S. Yang et al. in [Yang, 03] , [Yang, 05] are:
• Trust dependency on a third party. A TTP that knows the content of the messages is heavily dependent on the confidence in a third party. On the other hand, a TTP that does not know the contents presents a lesser degree of dependency as regards the trust to be deposited in the third party. We could also require low dependency for a contract signing protocol unless, in some circumstances, the TTP needs to know the content in order to perform certain operations (for example, an e-notary who has to record the contract and assure its validity).
• Existence dependency. The protocol should generate evidences in such a way that, in case there is a subsequent dispute, the result can be determined without recurring to the TTP.
• Recipient role. Normally, the protocols are sender-or-requester-oriented.
They give this role more control and responsibility and might not be a good solution for the efficient processing of service requests. However, in ecommerce applications, the service provider has to take an active role in the execution of the protocol to obtain both system efficiency and integration.
Finally, other additional requirements we consider essential and, therefore, which we require for contract signing protocols are:
• Confidentiality. The information exchanged between the parties should be known only to them. Most of the protocols suppose a private communication channel. However, this supposition is not realistic enough. A user cannot suppose the underlying network provides this property because the network may not offer it. Furthermore, establishing this private channel requires the exchange of additional messages, and therefore, a greater load for both the users and TTP.
• Secure Negotiation. The protocol should allow the secure negotiation of the terms and conditions of the contract since, in general, there is a negotiation phase prior to the contract signing process [Darko, 06] , [Delgado, 01] , [Limthanma, 00] . Moreover, according to [Darko, 06] , "the process of reaching an agreement, i.e. the negotiation of the contract, is therefore particularly critical to the position and advantage that a partner can draw from participating in the virtual organization. If the negotiation process is not properly secured, a partner may miss the opportunity to conclude an advantageous agreement". Therefore, secure negotiation should be guaranteed even if, in the end, an agreement is not reached. Furthermore, incorporating this feature into the contract signing protocol we will make this kind of business process (negotiation and contract signing) more efficient than if we perform these processes in two different protocols. The efficiency issue is analysed in depth in section 4.9.
In most studies these additional criteria have not been considered. We now provide the justification for our decision to include each of these features as an essential part of a contract signing protocol. As for confidentiality, some proposals (see [Gürgens, 05] , [Kremer, 02] ) assume a channel where the information is exchanged in a ciphered way: either using Virtual Private Networks or SSL/TLS connections between the different parties. Apart from the fact that the supposition of a secure channel is not realistic enough, it supposes a higher load (e.g. a SSL/TLS channel needs five messages, at least, to be established [Asokan, 98] , [Dierks, 99] ). Therefore, until now, in contract signing protocols confidentiality is not supposed as an essential part of the protocol. However, this characteristic is important because we want to prevent parties not involved in the protocol knowing the agreement between two parties, the conditions, their behaviour, and so on.
As regards the secure negotiation of the contract terms and conditions, this is not a feature which any of them incorporates. Negotiation is a fundamental process in any e-commerce or business model, as stated in [Darko, 06] , [Limthanma, 00] , [Röhm, 98] .
Protecting the information exchanged in this process is also fundamental because most of the conditions agreed in the final contract are included in the negotiation. Therefore, the security provided in this phase should be similar to the contract phase and we should maintain the integrity, confidentiality and avoid man-in-the-middle and impersonation attacks during this phase.
However, in the existing protocols, [Abadi, 02] , [Kim, 99] , [Yang, 03] , [Yang, 05] , [Zhou, 96] , secure negotiation could be achieved by means of either the execution of the contract signing protocol for each offer or by using a previous specific protocol to carry out the negotiation.
The main disadvantage of an execution of the contract signing protocol, for each offer is that it supposes the exchange of a lot of messages, which makes it slow and not efficient. The main disadvantage of the use of a secure negotiation-specific protocol with a contract signing protocol is that in both processes we have to generate similar cryptographic material and use similar operations to obtain a secure communication, which is also inefficient as we explain in section 4.9. In both cases, as an additional drawback, we can mention that the negotiation is not linked to the contract, which is desirable [Delgado, 01] , [Röhm, 98] . Thus, by offering a protocol with both features (negotiation and contract signing), we could make the process more efficient than when we use a different protocol for each process. In fact, there are other fields of electronic business/commerce that have followed this approach of combining negotiation with another process. For example, in the field of electronic payments, the negotiation of the price and the payment of an electronic product is combined, as appears in [Cox, 95] , [Ruiz, 01] .
Therefore, a contract signing protocol that provided all previous requirements, would make the whole lifecycle of the negotiation and contract signing secure and efficient.
Related Work
To date, several contract signing protocols based on an on-line TTP have been proposed [Abadi, 02] , [Kim, 99] , [Yang, 03] , [Yang, 05] , [Zhou, 96] . However, in this section we only refer to [Yang, 05] since this protocol is an improvement on previous ones. The goal of the protocol proposed by S. Yang et al. in [Yang, 05] is to guarantee non-repudiation in the delivery of the messages, and it could be used for contract signing. In fact, it was proposed for collaborative e-commerce. But since the protocol is conceived for message delivery, if we want to use it to sign contracts we have to execute it twice. In the first execution, Alice sends the signed contract to Bob, and Bob confirms the delivery but does not sign the contract. Then, in the second execution, Bob signs the contract signed by Alice and sends it to her so that she can confirm she has received it.
The protocol offers evidence as to whether one of the parties is not behaving correctly. It also offers confidentiality, and the TTP will never know the content of the contract. However, there are two main drawbacks. The most important is that the protocol does not guarantee the abuse freeness property because Bob obtains a signed contract before Alice obtains it. Therefore, Bob has an advantage over Alice.
Another important problem is that the TTP has a significant participation in the execution of the protocol because it participates in five of its six messages of each iteration. This could lead to the TTP becoming a bottleneck if there were many concurrent executions of the protocol. Furthermore, if we want to negotiate the terms and conditions of the contract, it would be necessary to offer an additional mechanism. This is because if we used this protocol for each message in the negotiation, then the complete process (negotiation plus contract signing) would present a high overload in the system, given the number of messages exchanged and the cryptographic operations made. Finally, one minor problem that could be solved easily is that the protocol does not satisfy the timeliness property. 
SURENESS: A new SecURE NEgotiation and contractS Signing protocol
In this section we present a new contract signing protocol which satisfies the requirements introduced in the previous section to provide a robust contract signing protocol. Our protocol is based on an on-line TTP for those situations in which an enotary has to authenticate a contract by signing it. Our protocol reduces the participation of the TTP to the minimum possible expression as regards the number of cryptographic operations (especially the asymmetric ones, due to their computation cost) and messages sent and received. It is also important to mention that it could be used with any existing public key cryptosystem, as long as this offers signature and ciphering. Thus, it could be used without generating new keys and certificates, unlike other protocols that require either specific keys (e.g., ElGamal keys [Garay, 99] ) or the generation of new ones with special features, or a previous registration process with a contract TTP, as required in [Garay, 99] , [Park, 03] , [Wang, 05] . We have named the protocol SURENESS (SecURE NEgotiation and contractS Signing). In this protocol, we consider that none of the parties is going to act against its own interests. In addition to the primary protocol, we provide, resolve and abort subprotocols to guarantee that every party is able to complete the execution of protocol in time, without having to wait for actions by the other, potentially malicious, party.
Notation
In this section we provide a description of the notation used to specify the sequence of messages in our protocol specification. 
Definition of a contract in SURENESS
For this protocol, a contract has the following structure:
The contract is basically a document signed by the e-notary (TTP) and it contains the following information:
• NID (Negotiation Identifier). This is a unique identifier of the contract. The NID identifies the transaction performed between Alice and Bob. Although this identifier may not be globally unique, it is used to distinguish between the different negotiations or transactions performed by the same parties. Thus, the NID is used to identify the transaction to which a message belongs.
• A, B. These are the identifiers of the parties (Alice and Bob) between whom the contract is signed. This type of identifier is the digest of the party's public key. It is used to avoid impersonation attacks, as we comment later in section 5.
• Nonce. A nonce (randomly generated number) received from Alice. It is introduced to avoid Bob's having an advantage over Alice at a given moment. This issue is analyzed in the Section 4, in a subsection called abuse freeness.
• ContractDoc (Contract Document) . A document that reflects the agreed contract terms between Alice and Bob. This document could be expressed in natural language or it could follow a specified contract language, as proposed in [Tan, 00] .
• H(ContracDoc). This is the hash of the document which represents the contract terms.
• H(SC A ), H(SC B )
. These represent the hashes of the contract signed by Alice and Bob, respectively. The content of SC A and SC B is commented later. We can advance that it is basically the electronic signature of the contract with other information necessary to guarantee the non-repudiation and fairness of the protocol.
By means of this contract, the TTP testifies that Alice and Bob have reached an agreement or contract (identified by the NID). This is reflected in a document that contains some information, such as the hash of the contract document (H(ContractDoc)), the hashes of the signatures made by Alice and Bob, and the corresponding signatures. It also contains information about when the contract is signed by the TTP (Timestamp).
To sum up, our contract is an electronic signature made by the TTP that links the contract terms signed individually by each party. Thus, the contract contains the signatures of the TTP and the participating parties, as supposed.
From this contract, we can not deduce if the TTP (or e-notary) knows the contract content or not. The e-notary will own a copy of the contract if Alice and Bob consider that the e-notary ought to know it. For example, when the e-notary takes the responsibility for monitoring if the conditions of the contract are being complied with or not, or whether the e-notary has to certify, record and save a copy of the contract [Angelov, 05] , [Jalali, 00] , [Ruiz, 03] , as occurs in real estate contracts.
In the following section, we describe the contract signing protocol when there is a phase where the contract terms are previously negotiated. Later, in a subsequent section, we present the description of the protocol when it is not possible, or it is not desirable to negotiate the conditions of the contract. For example, if there is a preestablished contract.
Normal Mode
In the normal mode, the protocol is composed of the messages that appear in Figure 1 . Each type message is described in more detail below. Where:
• NID (Negotiation Identifier). The NID identifies the negotiation being performed between Alice and Bob. Although this identifier might not be globally unique, it is used to distinguish between the different negotiations or transactions performed by the same parties. Thus, the NID is used to identify the transaction to which a message belongs. This identifier or label could be a randomly generated number. However, in order to provide a high level of security we have decided to follow the principles proposed in [Gürgens, 05] . These design principles recommend that the label has the following properties: verifiability, uniqueness and secrecy. Therefore, we have generated
this identifier as H(A,B,TTP,H(EnKey),H(SignKey)).
• Time 1 . This is the time until which Alice will wait for a response from Bob.
In general, we represent with Time X the time one party will wait for a response from the other one. This time should include a date and hour. It will delimit the time of a possible response. In this case, if a response does not arrive before Time 1 , Alice will consider that Bob is not interested in continuing with the negotiation. This may be because Bob is not interested in her conditions. Thus, the negotiation is considered finished without an agreement. Therefore, there will be no contract signing process and no more messages are exchanged.
• SeqN (Sequence Number). During the negotiation phase, it is possible to exchange several messages. Every message in this sequence must be unique in order to prevent reply attacks. For this reason, a SeqN field is present in the negotiation messages and each party must increment the SeqN value after receiving this type of messages.
• Cred (Credentials). This is an optional field which can be used to provide the user's credentials. For example, these could be a SAML Assertion or Artifact [Maler, 03] .
• B. Bob's identifier. This field is the digest of Bob's public key. It identifies the intended receiver of this negotiation request, in this case, Bob. In this way, we can avoid any possible impersonation attack (we analyze this type of attack in section 4).
• EnKey (Encryption Key) . This is a symmetric key generated by Alice that is used to provide confidentiality to the following messages exchanged between Alice and Bob. The default symmetric cipher to employ is AES.
• SignKey (Signing Key) . This is a symmetric key generated by Alice. It is used to provide integrity to the subsequent messages exchanged between Alice and Bob. The default cryptographic checksum function to employ is HMAC [Krawczky, 97] with SHA2 [NIST,04].
• Flag. This is used to indicate whether it is the last offer from Alice. If its value is true, it indicates that Alice will not accept counter-offers to this offer. Then, Bob can either accept the offer or finish the negotiation. The offer is represented by the different terms indicated in the ContractDoc field.
• ContractDoc (Contract Document) . This is a document that reflects a proposal of contract to be negotiated between Alice and Bob. The language used to express the conditions, obligations and rights associated to the contract will be that decided upon by Alice and Bob.
The NegotiationRequest message indicates the beginning of the execution of the protocol. The message is used by one of the parties when it decides to initiate the negotiation of the conditions of a contract in order to reach an agreement that will be reflected in a signed contract. The contract terms appear in the proposed contract document in the field called ContractDoc. In this step, the contract documents (ContractDoc) and H(ContractDoc) are not signed by Alice to avoid the abuse freeness, since if Alice signed these data, then Bob would be able to present them to another party, so gaining an advantage over Alice. Bob sends this negotiation message to make a new offer (counter-offer) if he does not agree with the contract terms. If Bob does agree to the conditions, he sends a Handshake message instead. Thus, the Handshake indicates the end of the negotiation and the initiation of the contract signing process.
The NegotiationStep message is used by Alice and Bob on various occasions until one of the following conditions is reached:
• One of them accepts the conditions of the other party in the last NegotiationStep message. In this case, a Handshake message is sent.
• One of them receives a NegotiationStep message containing a last offer (flag is activated) that it does not agree with. In this case, the communication is closed. (Receipt Key) . This is a symmetric key which will be used to receive the contract signed by the TTP. Its value is the result of performing the hash on the Nonce. • Nonce. This is an array of randomly generated bytes of variable length.
STEP III. Alice=>Bob: Handshake
• Time 3 . This indicates the deadline until which Alice considers the agreement is possible with Bob. This time must be taken into account by Bob and TTP. Even if Bob signed his part of the contract, if it is signed after time Time 3 , the TTP will not sign it and there will not be a valid contract. This is the step where Alice decides to accept the contract by sending it to Bob. Thus, this message indicates the end of the negotiation process and the initiation of the contract signing process. However, in order to avoid Bob gaining an advantage over Alice, the signed contract is ciphered with the TTP's public key. The hash of the symmetric key, RecKey, is also sent signed, so Bob and the TTP could be sure the symmetric key was not changed by another party, because this key will be used to send the signed contract in a ciphered form.
STEP IV. Bob=>TTP: Agreement
There This represents the signing of the contract by Bob.
• Time 4 . This indicates the time until which Bob will wait for the contract to be signed. This time should not be greater than Time 3 . This is because the TTP also has to take into account that Alice, in Time 3 , indicated that she wants the contract to be signed before this time. If Bob put a greater time, it would be useless because the TTP would have to sign the contract before Time 3 indicated by Alice. If Bob agrees with the time specified by Alice he should put the same time. Time 4 has been introduced in case Bob wants to further limit the deadline for signing the contract by TTP.
This message represents the agreement between the two parties for a contract. It contains part of the information received in the Handshake message (step III), i.e. the signing of the contract by Alice. Furthermore, it includes signed information by Bob that is sent ciphered to the TTP with its public key. This information reflects Bob's conformity with the contract. It is sent ciphered to the TTP in order to avoid Alice intercepting the message, which she could show to another party to gain an advantage over Bob. There are two versions of this message. In the first, Alice and Bob decide that the TTP does not need to know the content of the e-contract (case a). But, in the second, they deem it necessary that the TTP knows the e-contract (case b), e.g. in those scenarios where it is required that the TTP certifies, records and saves the contract. In order to avoid outside entities knowing the content of the contract, it is sent ciphered with the symmetric key (RecKey). When the TTP receives this message, then the TTP will check that the signatures are valid and that the contract document signed by each party is the same. In this case, the protocol continues in the following step, otherwise it finishes. The message represents the approval of the signed contract between Alice and Bob. It is signed by the TTP in order to prove that both entities agreed to the contract reached. Bob's signature is included so that Alice can have a copy of the signed contract by Bob. Thus, in case of dispute, the TTP will not be necessary.
Abort Subprotocol
In this section we present the abort subprotocol. We have defined it taking into account that it is possible that in some circumstances, a party that has signed a contract wants to cancel it prior to its being signed by the TTP ( [Zhou, 01] , [Gürgens, 05] ). Thus, a party that has initiated the contract signing process can abort it fairly. As commented previously, the signing process is initiated with the Handshake message, it continues with the Agreement message and it finishes with the SignedContract message. Therefore, if a party wants to abort this signing process once initiated, he/she has to execute the abort protocol before the SignedContract message is generated by the TTP. For this abort protocol, the messages that we have needed to define are: This message is received as confirmation that the protocol was aborted. This is indicated by the flag Abort.
Subresolve Subprotocol
It could occur that when one party, after having sent its contract signature to the other one or to the TTP, after the deadline, does not receive any answer. We will comment on the sequences of messages to exchange supposing that it was Alice who did not receive the answer. If after the Time X , the TTP has not received an abort or a signed contract, TTP sends a signed message to Alice indicating that there was no agreement.
Aggressive mode
The aggressive mode is useful in those cases where there is a predefined contract whose content is already known to the parties, but where some minimal details, e.g. dates, names of the parties and so on, have to be filled in. In this mode, the messages would be the following: 
Analysis and comparison with related work
In this section we are going to analyze the protocol from different points of view: security, requirements mentioned in section 2, and comparison with related work.
Replay Attacks
Replay attacks are avoided thanks to the use of the fields NID and SeqN. NID is the identifier of the transaction and represents an execution of the protocol, while SeqN is the number of negotiation messages within the execution. Each time a new message is received, the SeqN number is increased. Thus, in the same transaction or negotiation, if a message with an inferior SeqN value to the expected value is received, it will be rejected. Similarly, if a message with a correct sequence number, but from another negotiation, is received (a message with a previously used NID), the message will be rejected. In the same transaction, messages with the expected SeqN value can not be generated by an outside party unless one party has revealed the keys used (symmetric and/or asymmetric keys).
Timeliness
The protocol has the ability to stop, in a finite amount of time, its execution while at the same time preserving fairness. This property is assured thanks to the Time X fields that we have included in the messages of the protocol in order to limit the reception time of a message. Thus, when an entity receives a message, it checks that the actual time is later than the time indicated in Time X , then the entity discards the message. The contract signing process is also atomic, since the contract is either valid or not valid at all after the time-window Time X has expired.
Impersonation
Abadi and Needham postulated some basic engineering practices for cryptographic protocols in [Abadi, 96] . One of these principles is related to naming: "if the identity of a principal is essential to the meaning of a message, it is prudent to mention the principal's name explicitly in the message". Impersonation attack tries to convince some protocol party that the communication is being performed only between entities Alice and Bob, although there is a third party participating in that communication (impersonating Alice or Bob). We have included the identifier of the parties in the messages, so as to avoid this problem. If we did not use these identifiers, like in messages shown below, the following situation (M is a malicious party) could occur. In this scenario, the malicious attacker gains access to all the information exchanged during the negotiation phase (he can learn the negotiation strategy of both parties, the contract conditions, etc.), Alice is unaware that she is not talking to Bob as she thought, and Bob does not know that there is a man-in-the-middle. However, in our protocol, to avoid this attack, we have included the identifier of the parties. Thus, any forwarded NegotiationRequest message in which the identity of the recipient does not match with the identity specified in the message can be interpreted as an attack. Furthermore, we also avoid Alice's being able to use Bob's name (or vice versa) in her communications with the TTP because the messages to the TTP are signed and include the identification of the parties. For this attack to be successful Alice would have to know Bob's private key (and vice versa).
STEP I. Alice => M:

Confidentiality
During the protocol execution, we have used both symmetric and asymmetric ciphering algorithms to ensure the confidentiality of the information exchanged. In all the messages, as far as possible, we have used symmetric cryptography for the sake of efficiency, especially in the different steps of the negotiation (step II). It is also used in the Handshake message that is used to finish the negotiation (step III) and in the SignedContract message to receive the signed contract (step V). As symmetric cipher we propose AES because since it was introduced no significant security problems have been revealed. In the cases where there had been no previous contact between the entities, it was necessary to use asymmetric cryptography (steps I, III and IV).
Abuse Freeness
Each party sends the TTP his/her signed agreement to the contract, ciphering it with the TTP's public key. Therefore, neither is Alice able to show to an outside party that Bob signed the terms of the contract, nor can Bob prove that Alice signed the same contract as he did. In step III of the protocol, Bob receives a signed message; however, the signature can not be linked with the content of the contract since the hash of the contract is ciphered with the TTP's public key. In order to show it to an outside party, Bob could try to make the envelope with the hash of the contract that he knows, which is the same as Alice knows. However, he does not know the field Nonce, so the envelope would not match and he would not be able to show it to an outside party. The same occurs if Alice intercepts the message between Bob and the TTP. The Nonce is secure enough if it is generated by using a cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generator that takes into account the considerations mentioned in [Eastlake, 97] , [Kürtz, 07] . Thus, we are sure of the uniqueness and freshness of the number generated. Therefore, the enveloped information is secure because the cost of obtaining that information is equivalent to a brute-force attack [Kürt, 07] , [Schneier, 95] .
The TTP is the only entity that can create the contract from the individual signature of each party, showing that each party really signed it. As far as the protocols presented in section 2 are concerned, none satisfy this requirement. However, the new protocol presented here guarantees that none of the parties gets a copy of the contract until the TTP has signed it.
Non-repudiation and Dependency of Existence
Once the TTP receives the contract signature from Alice and Bob, it generates a signature to validate the transaction and to relate the information signed by the entities. The TTP signs the transaction identifier, a timestamp indicating the moment of the registry of the contract, the nonce contained in the envelope of the signature of the contract by Alice, and the hash of the contract signature by Alice and Bob. With this information, even if the TTP were not available, a third party would be able to check the validity of the contract. The steps would be the following: firstly, it would verify the TTP's signature; secondly, it would verify the Bob's signature. After that, it would check that the contract hashes are the same. Then, from the nonce inserted in the TTP's signature, and from the hash of the contract, it could calculate the envelope of the TTP in which Alice's signature is. Finally, it would check Alice's signature.
Recipient Role
The contract negotiation is initiated by one of the parties. However, depending on the steps followed in the negotiation, the recipient could become the sender if the recipient accepts the contract proposal. In this case, the recipient could send message III to the sender, thus becoming a sender. The role of recipient and sender are therefore symmetric in our protocol. Both have control of the protocol since, without both signatures the final contract is not possible. Thus, our protocol is not senderoriented and the recipient can play an important role in the protocol because he/she is able to finish the protocol without involving the sender. Furthermore, we avoid extra messages in the protocol, which in turn, improves efficiency. Therefore, our protocol satisfies the recipient role requirement.
Secure Negotiation
The protocol, unlike those mentioned in section 2, incorporates the possibility of negotiating the contract in a secure way and does not allow either party to gain an advantage over the other. This security is provided by means of asymmetric signature and encryption in the NegotiationRequest message. The asymmetric encryption allows only the recipient to decipher the content. The information signed in this message is used to authenticate the user, confirm the keys that will be used in the following messages and avoid both replay (see also section 4.1) and impersonation (see also section 4.3) attacks. In NegotiationStep messages the authentication is based on symmetric cryptography by means of HMAC codes and the information is sent in a confidential way (see also section 4.4) by means of the encryption of the information using a symmetric cipher as AES.
Furthermore, the negotiation does not suppose an excessive overload, since it uses symmetric cryptography. We could separate negotiation and contract signing processes and carry them out with different protocols. However, as we comment in the following section this process would be more inefficient.
Efficiency
As commented in the introduction, our goal is to provide a protocol for those scenarios where the TTP has to participate in the contract signing, for example, by legal requirement. Since the TTP has to participate, our aim is that the number of cryptographic operations (especially the asymmetric ones, due to their computation cost) as well as the messages to be sent and received by the TTP be the minimum possible. At the same time we have also to satisfy all the security requirements established in section 2.1. Thus, our solution is more efficient than previous work if it satisfies two conditions. First, we use fewer messages and cryptographic operations. Second, we provide better security properties with these operations and messages. In order to have a reduced computational cost, given the cryptographic operations, the protocol uses mainly symmetric cryptography (cipher) and hash functions, except in those operations related to non-repudiation or when it is necessary to send information to other parties that have had no previous contact, when asymmetric cryptography is used instead.
We present two tables (Table 2 and Table 3 ) where the cryptographic operations made for each party, and for each protocol, appear. For both protocols we have supposed that the set of cryptographic algorithms used are the same. Thus, we suppose both are using the same set of algorithms for hash, symmetric encryption and asymmetric (public key) encryption. In this case, we have supposed that the algorithms used are SHA2, AES and RSA, respectively. We have also supposed that the keys used in these algorithms have the same length.
In the Table 2 and Table 3 , the protocol proposed by Yang et al. [Yang, 05] was introduced in section 2.2.1 and improves other previous works commented in that section. We compare this protocol with both modes of our SURENESS protocol (normal mode and aggressive mode). In Table 2 , although operations related to signature are based on the encryption/decryption of a hash, we have separated the operations related to encryption and decryption, because in our proposal, asymmetric encryption is based on creating a digital envelope, that is, generating a symmetric key, ciphering the content with that symmetric key, and finally, ciphering the symmetric key with the asymmetric key. Therefore, the computational cost of the signature operation is less than the computation cost of the digital envelope. Furthermore, with this separation we clarify the different operations the protocol performs.
As a result of this comparison we realize that, in the protocol proposed by Yang et al., the number of public key operations made by the TTP is higher than SURENESS in any of the modes. If we supposed the same cost for all the operations of this kind, Yang et al.'s proposal needs ten operations, unlike ours, which only needs five. As for symmetric and hash operations (see Table 3 ) we can see that in the TTP the number of these operations made in both protocols is almost the same. Therefore, we can conclude that we have reduced the overload of the TTP and our protocol is more efficient as regards cryptographic operations.
We can also compare the two modes defined in SURENESS. As can be seen, the cost of public key operations is the same since the primitives used to make the contract signing process are the same. If we analyse the symmetric and hash operations we can see that the normal mode performs more operations. This is due to the fact that there are messages of negotiation which are based on this kind of cryptography. In this comparison we have only supposed one negotiation step. The more negotiation steps are used the more symmetric cryptography operations are needed. Therefore, the difference in the number of operations would be increased as the number of negotiation steps increases.
The SURENESS protocol, as far as the messages exchanged between all the parties is concerned, is less than in other protocols mentioned in related work. In our protocol, six messages are sent and received in the normal mode (if we suppose only one negotiation step in the comparison) or four messages are sent and received in the aggressive mode (without negotiation), unlike Yang et al.'s protocol (which needs two executions to sign the contract) where this number is twelve. Furthermore, if we compare the number of messages in which the TTP participates, we can see that in our protocol, the TTP sends two messages and receives only one message in both modes. But in the protocol proposed by Yung et al., the TTP receives four messages and sends six messages.
Even, if we compared SURENESS protocol with only one iteration of Yung et al.'s protocol (which fulfils similar features to those proposed here), our protocol has the same asymmetric cryptographic operations, and the number of messages is fewer. In SURENESS the TTP participates in three messages unlike the protocol proposed by Yang et al., where the TTP participates in five messages.
Moreover, SURENESS protocol satisfies all security requirements defined in section 2, unlike Yung et al.'s proposal. As commented in related work (see section 2.2) Yung et al.'s protocol does not satisfy abuse freeness, unlike SURENESS (see section 4.5). Therefore, our proposal improves the previous ones because it offers more security properties and it has a lower overload both in the number of messages sent and cryptographic operations. We also are going to justify the proposal of a protocol that offers both negotiation and contract signing (the SURENESS normal mode) from the efficiency point of view. We are going to compare this single protocol with the use of different protocols for each process. That is to say, a protocol for carrying out the negotiation and the aggressive mode (which does not incorporate negotiation) proposed here for the contract signing process. Our purpose is to show that our integral solution is not only justified from the business point of view but also from that of efficiency. As we commented in section 2.1, in the negotiation we also have to provide security to avoid different kind of attacks. There are several possibilities for this negotiation process.
Protocol
As a first option, we could use the existing non-repudiation protocols analysed in the related work [Abadi, 02] , [Kim, 99] , [Yang, 03] , [Yang, 05] , [Zhou, 96] to make the negotiation secure. Thus, we would execute one of these protocols for each offer. The main disadvantage of an execution of one of these protocols, for each offer, is that it supposes the exchange of a lot of messages, which makes it slow and not efficient. For example, with [Yang, 05] , each offer would need the exchange of five messages between the different parties. Furthermore, the participation of the TTP is required (performing five public key operations), which is not needed in this phase. Therefore, we can see that this option is rather inefficient.
Secondly, we could make use of SSL/TLS with client authentication (to avoid impersonation). With this option, we would need five messages for SSL/TLS handshake plus the messages of the negotiation (two if we suppose a single step of negotiation). In the SSL/TLS handshake, apart from symmetric operations, three asymmetric operations are made (two signatures and one asymmetric encryption). We have considered only these because they are very time-costly. To sign the contract, this SSL-based negotiation with the aggressive mode supposes more messages and more cryptographic operations than our normal mode. In fact, eleven messages are needed, unlike SURENESS protocol, in which the whole protocol is executed in six messages. In the negotiation phase, in this normal mode, the parties only perform two asymmetric operations. However, in this option we have presented the cost is three asymmetric operations. Thus, in this SSL/TLS option, the participation of the TTP is the same but the parties have more messages and operations to perform.
The third option is to use a secure negotiation protocol such as [Darko, 06] combined with the aggressive mode. In the negotiation phase, the protocol [Darko, 06] , which requires a coordinator, would need six messages and eight cryptographic operations (if we only suppose a single negotiation step). Therefore, the cost would also be higher than in the SURENESS normal model. Furthermore, the negotiation protocol proposed in [Darko, 06] does not guarantee abuse freeness property.
As a last option, we could have decided to define a negotiation protocol similar to the messages involved in the negotiation phase of the normal mode (two public keybased operations). This new negotiation protocol could be used with the aggressive mode. In this situation, the cost in messages would be the same for all parties (the number of messages in which the TTP participates is the same as the normal mode). However, in the whole process, Alice and Bob would perform two more public keybased cryptographic operations.
The analysis of these different combinations of using two different protocols for the negotiation and the contract signing process shows that SURENESS protocol, by combining both features, is more efficient. We can also mention than the aggressive mode (when no negotiation is needed) is also more efficient than previous works.
As a conclusion to the security analysis of our protocol (in the previous sections) and the different aspects related to the number of messages exchanged and the number of cryptographic operations made, we can point out that our protocol, in both modes, offers better security with less computational cost than previous work. Therefore, our protocol is more efficient than previous work.
Trust dependency on a third party
Unless the signers of the contract decide that the TTP should know the contract, the TTP will only know the contract hash. Thus, in our case, the trust dependency on a third party is minimal, unless the signers decide to deposit more trust or it is a requirement of the application or the environment in which they are working [Angelov, 05] , [Jalali, 00] , [Ruiz, 03] .
Availability
Apart from these features, and since we are considering cases where the presence of a TTP on-line is mandatory (most of the cases by legal requirement), we could have problems in the service if the TTP is either not available or if it has to support many concurrent contract signings. Thus, the TTP is a possible single-point-of-failure in a contract signing protocol. Nowadays, this problem could be solved with replication techniques, load balancing servers or solutions based on grid [Rabinovick, 02] , [Schroeder, 00] , [Zegura, 00] . In any case, if the TTP is not available at the moment of signing the contract, the parties could try to send the messages later. When the deadline indicated in the Time X arrives, the protocol is considered aborted. This mechanism allows us to preserve fairness and timeliness properties.
Formal validation
We have carried out a formal validation of the different protocols and sub-protocols proposed using the Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) tool [AVISPA, 07] , [Armando, 05] . The validation process is the following. First, we specify our protocol in the High Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL) [Chevalier, 04] . Then, the AVISPA tool translates it into the Intermediate Format (IF) specification [AVISPA, 07] , [Armando, 05] . Finally, this IF specification is analyzed invoking state-of-the-art back-ends that this tool provides, which are currently: On-the-Fly Model Checker (OFMC) [Armando, 05] , [Basin, 03] , Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher (CL-AtSe) [Armando, 05] , [Turuani, 03] SAT-based Model Checker (SATMC) [Armando, 03] , and Tree Automata-based Protocol Analyzer (TA4SP) [Boichut, 04] . These back-ends allow us to check a set of automatic analysis techniques such as protocol falsification or abstraction-based verification. Concretely, AVISPA allows us to check if the machine of the protocol is correctly designed (non-deterministic protocols), replay attacks, confidentiality, impersonation, secrecy and authentication (weak and strong). In AVISPA nonrepudiation properties are specified as a set of authentication goals as mentioned in [Santiago, 06] . Furthermore, the back-ends of this tool follow the standard Dolev-Yao model, in which the intruder is assumed to have control over the network. Thus, the intruder is able to perform several tasks. First, he can receive all messages and store them. Second, if he has the key used to cipher the messages, he tries to decrypt them and obtain the different information exchanged. Third, he builds new messages (based on the knowledge he has) and sends them to any other agent.
In the process of validation with AVISPA, the most important step is the specification of the SURENESS protocol by means of HLPSL. The process followed to build that specification is the following. First, we defined the different roles for each party that can participate in the system: Alice, Bob and TTP. For each role, we specified the information that each initially knows and the different transactions that take place since the protocol is modelled as a finite state automata. Thus, each transaction is fired when a message is sent or received. Specifically, in each state of each role we defined the information to send or receive as well as the different information that should be authenticated and/or maintained in secret between the parties. In HLPSL, the secrecy is specified by means of secret events, which define a security goal to be satisfied. In each state the authentication goals are specified through witness and request directives. With witness, we declare what a party asserts and what it wishes to communicate to another party, e.g., for role TTP, a witness is the signed contract that he sends to Alice and Bob. On the other hand, with request, a party declares the belief in some information specified in a witness. Continuing with the same example, for Alice and Bob, the signed contract is specified as a request. Second, once we have declared each role, then, these roles are composed together in sessions. In a session we explain the different information that is shared between the different roles that participate in that session (e.g., TTP's public key, the contract to negotiate and sign, etc). We have defined a session with all parties with honest behaviour. We have also defined another session where one of the parties has a dishonest behaviour (the intruder represents the dishonest agent). In this specification this is achieved through the role named environment. Thus, as a third and last step, in the environment we specify both the knowledge of the intruder and the different sessions. We have also specified the different goals of authentication to be satisfied. In our case, the final goal is to achieve the authentication of the signed contract and proof that both parties have received it.
This specification has been tested with the different back-ends mentioned above. As a result, these back-ends return attacks (if any) in a readable output format. In our case, no security flaws were revealed after the tests.
Conclusion
As a conclusion to this analysis, we can affirm that we have proposed a protocol that satisfies the requirements established in section 2. Furthermore, our protocol is more efficient than the previous works commented on in section 2. Efficiency is measured from both points of view. First, with regard to the number of cryptographic operations and the number of messages that the TTP has to take part in. Second, from that of the security provided. From the tables and the analysis made in this section (in the efficiency part), we can conclude that we have reduced the workload of the TTP compared to the previous proposals and, at the same time, we have improved security of the proposals. Additionally, we could use replication techniques, load balancing, server and cluster solutions to achieve greater availability and a better service in the TTP.
Variations to the Protocol
In this section, we provide some variations to the protocol proposed in section 3. These modifications are aimed at facilitating the subsequent contract management by the end-users and other parties without having to develop new primitives to verify the contract.
It is clear that for the execution of the protocol, the user needs a SURENESScompliant implementation. Although it can be based on standards like CMS (Cryptographic Message Syntax) [Hously, 04] , or XML (Extensible Markup Language) Encryption and Signature [W3Cb, 02] that are supported for most of the cryptographic libraries, a further requirement is the building of supplementary primitives to create and verify the contract from these standards. The structure of the contract that we introduced in section 3 has three parts: the contract signed by the TTP, the contract signed by Alice, and the contract signed by Bob. Each part of the contract represents the (CMS/XML) signature of a byte array which contains DERencoded contract information (not the contract document itself). Thus, to verify the contract we need to verify the CMS or XML signatures. Then, we have to parse these DER structures and, finally, to verify that the contract document matches with the information contained in the three separated structures. Therefore, for the last two steps we need to develop some additional SURENESS-compliant primitives to verify the contract.
However, it would be desirable if once the parties have signed the contract they were able to manage the contract without additional SURENESS-compliant primitives -only with CMS/XML Signature ones. It would also be interesting that the end-user could (if he/she wants) send the contract to another party or to another enotary. Thus, this new party could use the generic cryptographic tool that he/she uses normally. Currently, many end-user-oriented applications only offer commands to create and verify signatures in the abovementioned standards but they are not able to process these additional structures. They are only able to know that the DER encoded expression is correctly verified. On the other hand, if the document contract was directly included in a CMS/XML signature (detached or enveloping), without any special DER structure, the user would only have to use his/her application as usual. For example, the majority of Linux distributions include the openssl command (from OpenSSL cryptographic library). In this tool the processing of the CMS signature is provided. However, the original format of the contract proposed here would involve the development of new code. Furthermore, the majority of the libraries support CMS formats but some of them cannot work with ASN.1 structures in a suitable way. In a similar way, we find the same problems when we consider an XML signature.
We propose some variations to the protocol so that the final signed contract is directly included in the CMS/XML signature. As mentioned, the main advantage we obtain with this modification is that the user could process the contract in an easier way. On the other hand, the main disadvantage is that the messages are more complex from the point of view of computational cost since the structures are more complex. The contract now has the following format:
Contract: {ContractDoc} A -1 , B -1 , TTP -1 + TST -1
Basically, the contract is now a CMS/XML signature which contains the information of three signers in the SignerInfos field (if we are using CMS) or in the SignedInfo and Object elements (if we are using XML). Additionally, ,associated to each SignerInfos field, the TTP includes a Timestamp according to the RFC 3161 format. Therefore, this structure could be processed by any application that supports the verification of CMS/XML signatures. This signature that represents the signed contract could be expressed in CMS or XML depending on the choice indicated in the first message of the protocol that is described below. Similarly, the contract document could be within the signature or not, depending on the choice indicated in a new field named AdditionalInfo. The contract also contains a timestamp (Timestamp Token as appears in RFC 3161) issued by a Timestamp Authority or by the e-notary acting as a timestamp authority. This new contract format implies some changes in the messages described in section 3. Below, we detail the new fields included in each message involved in this variation: The AdditionalInfo field contains information about the type of signature (CMS or XML) and its options (enveloping, detached…).
In this variation, NegotiationStep message (step 2) requires no changes at all. This new message, instead of having three different parts, each with a separated signature, only contains, as data, the contract document. Therefore, any user could easily verify the signed contract, the signers and the timestamp. Furthermore, the number of evidences to store for long-term signature validation processes is less than in the original protocol. On the other hand, as a main drawback, the number of electronic signature operations to make and to verify is higher.
Conclusions and Future Work
The use of contract signing protocols based on a TTP is required in some B2B and DRM systems, or by legal requirement, in order to give validity to e-contracts. Current proposals for this kind of protocol present two main drawbacks. They do not take into account the incorporation of some fundamental aspects for B2B and DRM: confidentiality and the secure negotiation of the contract conditions and, in some protocols, the TTP has an important participation in the protocol which might cause bottlenecks when there are many concurrent executions of these protocols. Another problem found in some solutions is that they require the generation of new keys and certificates.
Confidentiality is important to achieve the privacy of the information exchanged between the different parties that sign a contract. Thus, only the interested parties know the information about the contract conditions. On the other hand, the negotiation phase is intrinsic to the contract signing, and this phase must be carried out safely, guaranteeing aspects such as confidentiality, integrity and avoiding replayattacks. Furthermore, the integration of the negotiation with the contract signing protocol would guarantee higher efficiency than when using two different protocols for each process.
As a response to these problems we have presented a new protocol named SURENESS. Our protocol improves upon previous ones with the new requirements and with good efficiency for the cryptographic operations and the number of messages. Furthermore, the protocol could be used without generating specific keys or new ones with special features, or a previous registration with a TTP.
There are a number of future research directions. One issue is the extension of the contract negotiation to a multi-party contract environment while maintaining the idea of the involvement of the e-notary to give validity to the transaction. One possible scenario would be the buying of real estate between several clients and several vendors, and where the e-notary validates the transaction by signing it as specified by the laws.
